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PROJECT SUMMARY

I would like to start off with a brief introduction of who I am as an artist and designer, and the
main point of my request to submit a design brief for a proposed mock-up cd, LP for the artist Tim
McGraw and specifically the album Tim McGraw’s “Number One Hits”. My reasoning for this
request is specifically for a facelift in brand recognition so that Tim McGraw’s logo and brand is
consistent throughout. Before I point out these details I would like to compliment the original artist
Glenn Sweitzer from Fresh Design, who did an excellent job with photography.
My name is Doug White and I have 10-plus years of design experience inside the music business
and throughout the Hollywood entertainment industry. My works and samples range from print,
video and web design and can be seen at http://www.dougwhitecreative.com
My initiative in choosing Tim McGraw is to elevate his appearance with a graphical presentation
that will, in turn, boost record sales and promote his upcoming tour for 2012, along with
establishing brand recognition that he can be used on upcoming tours, ad campaigns and
continued web marketing.
My research gathered from about.com states that Tim McGraw has sold over 40 million units and
has dominated the charts with 32 No.1 singles, including his latest, “Felt Good On My Lips,” a
bonus track from Number One Hits, his 2010 double CD collection. With 7.8 million spins at radio,
he was the most-played artist of the past decade in any genre of music. Southern Voice, his most
recent studio album, debuted at No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Country Albums chart and the title track
hit No. 1 on Billboard’s Country Songs chart. His “Southern Voice “ tour was the No. 1 country
music tour of 2010. McGraw has won three GRAMMY® awards, 14 Academy of Country Music
awards, 11 Country Music Association awards, 10 American Music awards, 3 People’s Choice
awards and numerous other awards.
Although Tim has an established world presence and track record, I have noticed a few
inconsistencies with CD designs and BRAND identity on several albums. Because artists tend to
grow out of older brand recognition as they progress artistically and professionally, I will not be
covering previous CDs and artwork but I will solely be focusing on a mock-up proposal in hopes
of cleaning up the existing Number One Hits LP.
My direct thoughts on the cd mechanical layout are that it was done in good taste with excellent
imagery of Tim McGraw, however, it does not tell a story. In short, there are too many headshots
portraying Tim on the same photo shoot without any artistic graphical design elements or a themed
storyboard to break up the panels and give it a panoramic pictorial presentation. A compilation of
number one hits over a lifespan should be just that. A compilation of artistic photographic cutouts
meshed together to form a mosaic of Tim McGraw’s history.
The following existing layout is a preview of the front cover, side rib, back cover, disc label and
booklet. It clearly points out a dated style guide to the new Tim McGraw BRAND and does not
tell a story of 2 decades of number 1 hits. It is merely a photo-shoot with different angled shots.
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CURRENT THEMED IMAGERY AND ARTWORK IN PRODUCTION. ©2010 CURB RECORDS:

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Tim McGraw fans are known to be of every age. Thus, they are looking for more of Tim McGraw
in a layout. Gannon Broadcasting recently quoted that demographics show a range in the fans age
groups from 18 to 65 years.
The Tim McGraw fan club has its own exclusive website at http://mcgrawfan.com. This site
exuberates the new branded logo and grungy look I will be following in my branded
LP composition.
My belief is that fans are looking for a hip but real artist with an image of transparency. Tim
McGraw fans love him for who he is without the country glitz and glamour. RAW IMAGERY is
what fans eat up, along with a fun layout that your eyes will devour in the 18-3⁄4 double-sided cd
spread. Done tastefully, Tim McGraw can present a BRAND as well as his photography.
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Tim McGraw’s fan’s show his popularity at a concert

COMPETITVE POSITIONING:

Currently Tim McGraw’s competition according to about.com is Kenny Chesney and Garth Brooks.
These similar artists are pulling in large numbers at the box offices as well. So it is especially
imperative to separate Tim from the rest of the country circuitwith a unique presense.
Here is a brief bio on Kenny Chesney whose “Rise to the very top in country music is a steady
climb as he never lost sight of his dream of making it in the music business. Chesney’s last two
singles, “Me and You” and “When I Close My Eyes” shot all the way to No. 2. The album became
the first of 9 platinum albums Chesney would have through the winter of 2010. I believe Chesney
to be making a comeback in 2012.” This excerpt was taken from about.com.
Another hit-performing country singer who does not need an introduction is Garth Brooks. Garth’s
legendary history starts with the release of No Fences in 1990. Preceded by the No. 1 single
“Friends in Low Places,” No Fences debuted at No. 1 and sold more than 700,000 copies in the
first ten days of its release. Three other singles were released -- “Unanswered Prayers,” “Two of a
Kind (Workin’ on a Full House)” and “The Thunder Rolls” which all went to No. 1. Although Garth
Brooks has tapered off slightly from his long time hit singles, he is still touring harder than ever and
hasn’t stepped down from the crown as of late. Garth currently has 116 million in record sales to
place him just behind Elvis Presley.
I feel these two artists are a great comparison to McGraw as they clearly play in the same backyard. The question is, will Tim McGraw separate himself from them with a powerful
BRAND campaign?
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PERCEPTION/TONE/GUIDELINES:

My goal to achieve more record sales for Tim McGraw is to launch a new BRAND recognition
campaign by starting with the Greatest Hits album as a comp. By painting a TOUGH, steel-built
FORD image while showing a spiritual, elegant side at the same time, I am optimistic in separating
Tim McGraw from the rest in his industry.
Tim McGraw is a mysterious artist with a spirit-lead soul. His music, although masculine and romantic, has a serious side as well. Too many photos make a performer look egotistical and I am trying
to avoid this cliché at all cost.
A major point I am bringing to a head is the logo. Tim McGraw’s branded logo is as follows. I
would like to center on an inset country belt buckle on the cover, brandished in a grit iron buckle.
The imagery below is the current logo BRAND that Tim McGraw displays on his website and marketing collateral. The bulleted steel is only intended for display purposes. This is not the custom
buckle I will construct.
I feel it is necessary to separate Tim as an ICON and set him apart from his competition. By focusing on his current BRAND we can begin to build a new presence beginning with his CD, Number
One Hits.
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGY:

I believe the primary message is to first portray Tim McGraw with a new branded typography and
his color theme that will give off a theatrical touch.
The secondary message is to BRAND the CD with the new TIM McGraw logo and wrap it in a
country western, beat-up, grunge belt buckle as described earlier in this brief.
The font treatments will take on a country western serif feel, with a secondary font to compliment
titles and songs.
If this is to be a “number one hits album” then metallic ink for the typeface is recommended, giving
the album a pop in color and texture. A silver Pantone Metallic coated 8160C is recommended.
Each bullet in the secondary graphics will be a beautifully set, blue stainless-designed emblem
followed by a song title. Song rights to follow. A Blue Metallic is recommended; Pantone Metallic
coated 8200C.
The overall color appearance will be an aqueous flat black matt finish with baby blue metallic highlights, wrapped with a baby blue Pantone Metallic coated 8200C antique pattern. This will make
for a smooth, textured feel when handling the CD yet glisten with emblems and radiant song titles.
A spot UV transparent “TIM MCGRAW Logo” stamped throught layout to give the layout a bit
more texture and feel to it.
The front belt buckle logo concept is to be embossed “raised” to extrude from the front cover
giving it a 3 Dimensional look and feel.

SINGLE-MINDED-MESSAGE:

I am looking for a response from the audience of appreciation for the artist, Tim McGraw. The
album is to be an anniversary album and it will be a commemoration of 44 years of hard work. It
needs more than just a photo shoot.
Doug White
Fullsail University Student
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